The SEI Chief Engineer
The SEI has four: Army, Navy, Air Force, Civil/Intel
They each have
• Education, experience, knowledge and expertise in a broad range of technologies, disciplines, areas • In-depth knowledge in particular areas, but not in all areas • Interest in the overall health of all programs in their "practice" -unbiased, detached, impartial They are ideally placed to become the "general practitioners" we need-they just need more complete "reference materials"
Other organizations can take on a similar role as well, but everyone needs a "roadmap" 
Diagnostics-Two Kinds

Creating the Roadmap
• Follow the medical analogy
• Begin the "roadmap" for risk-based diagnostics with at least 3 entry points: -"Thermometer" (self diagnosis) -"Routine Physical" -"Emergency"
• Define a reasonable number of exit points (5 so far)
• Plug in the diagnostics we know and understand today in some reasonable sequence
• Find other risk-based diagnostics that meet our definition and plug them in 
